Historic Manuscript

A Companion Finds the Quality Used as Eggs to its Times of the Hour.

Best and Most Costly Made by a

Firm in Boston.

HISTORIC MANUSCRIPT

FOUND IN A GARRET.

Original Draft of the Declaration of

Independence.

The issue of a pair of men's new shoes, reported in the New York Times, indicates that there were stores where such shoes were sold. The shoes were described as having a comfortable fit and being durable. The store offered a variety of styles and colors to choose from.

TRIALS FOR THE NEW BOATS

Worley Preparing Rapidly on the

Sydney Stencils in the NewEFI

Ship at Glastonbury.

A wise word. Save money at our Remont Sale.

We have it once a year, and thereby makes many starting. With you give it the opp

I'm going, so I'm going.

# No. 1 Garment.

# Boy's Garment.

# Girl's Garment.

# Baby's Garment.

# Children's Garment.
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